Moorside Primary School
Design and Technology Overview
Year 1
National Curriculum
(Design)

Year 2

Design purposeful, functional, appealing
products for themselves and other users based
on design criteria.
Generate, develop model and communicate
their ideas through talking, drawing,
templates, mock ups and , where appropriate,
information and communication technology
Generate ideas by
Generate ideas by
drawing upon own
drawing upon own
experiences (looking experiences (looking at
at existing products)
existing products)

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Use research and develop design criteria to inform the design of innovative functional, appealing products that are fit for purpose, aimed at
particular individuals or groups
Generate, develop, model and communicate their ideas through discussion, annotated sketches, cross-sectional and exploded diagrams,
prototypes, pattern pieces and computer aided design

Gather information about the
needs and wants of particular
individual using interviews

Carry out research, using surveys

Carry out research, using
questionnaires

Carry out research, using a variety
of sources including web based
resources

Design a functional product
that meets the needs of an
individual (based on research)

Can develop their own design criteria
regarding what the product should do
and what it should look like

Can develop a simple
design specification to
guide their thinking.
(materials, dimensions,
cost)

Can develop a simple design
specification to guide their
thinking. (materials, dimensions,
cost)

Design a product
that has a function

Design a product that
has a function

Say who their
product is for

Say who their product
is for and why it is
suitable for the user

Describe how their
product can be used
(e.g. you move one
end of the lever and
the opposite end
moves)

Describe how their
product works with
increasing detail. (e.g.,
when you push it
along the wheel/axel
turns)

Describe how specific parts of
their product works and how
this meets the needs of the
user

Describe how specific parts of their
product works and how this meets the
needs of the user

Describe how specific parts
of their product works and
how this meets the needs
of the user.

Describe how specific parts of
their product works and how this
meets the needs of the user

Develop their ideas
by talking and
drawing

Develop their ideas by
talking and drawing
labelled pictures

Develop their ideas by creating
annotated sketches with
increasing detail

Develop their ideas by creating labelled,
exploding diagrams

Develop their ideas by
creating labelled cross
sectional diagrams

Develop their ideas by creating
labelled cross sectional diagrams

Model ideas by
exploring
materials/ingredient
s
(link with science)

Model ideas by using
construction kits and
templates

Model ideas by creating
prototypes / computer aided
design

Model ideas by creating prototypes /
computer aided design

Model ideas by creating
prototypes/pattern pieces/
computer aided design

Model ideas by creating
prototypes/pattern pieces/
computer aided design
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National Curriculum
(Make)

Select from and use range of tools and
equipment to perform practical tasks (e.g.
cutting , shaping, joining and finishing)
Select from and use a wide range of materials
and components, including construction
materials, textiles and ingredients, according
to their characteristics
Can choose the
Can choose the
correct materials to
correct materials to
construct their
construct their project
project

Select from and use a wider range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks (e.g. cutting shaping, joining and finishing) accurately
Select from and use a wider range of materials and components, including construction materials, textiles and ingredients, according to their
functional properties and aesthetic qualities

Choose appropriate materials
for their project based on
properties

Can choose the appropriate materials to
create their design including the
appropriate materials to create a switch

Choose the correct cam or
linkage for their product

Choose correct motor and pulley or
gears for their product.

Can use scissors,
sellotape dispensers,
staplers and hole
punchers with
accuracy

Use a hammer, saw
and glue gun safely

Choose appropriate tools for
performing practical tasks

Can use wire cutters

Use saws, hammers, vice,
glue gun, sandpaper and
drill effectively

Use a broad range of tools and
equipment including drills, saws,
hammers, vice, wire cutters with
increasing accuracy

Use sand paper to
create a professional
finish

Use paper mache to create a
professional finish

Know that fabric can
be joined by using
glue or a needle and
thread

Can use a sewing
machine to join two or
more pieces of fabric
together using thread.

Use pattern pieces to cut out
fabric and then join together
using hand stitching

Create a simple 2 piece pattern and use
this to make a product fit for a purpose

Create a product by
designing a simple pattern
and adding a fastening by
hand (eg zip, button)

Can sew an
overstitch by hand

Can sew a running
stitch

Can sew a back stitch by hand

Add a Velcro fastening

Choose appropriate fabric
and fastening for their
product and explain why it
has been chosen

Can use Batik and
fabric paint to create a
fabric design with a
professional finish

Can use tie dye to create a
fabric design with a
professional finish

Choose/create fabric to use in their
design that will create a professional
finish fit for purpose

Use an appropriate
method to make their
product visually appealing
Develop and ‘upcycle’ an existing
product using a variety of
techniques developed in previous
years

Use applique and embroidery
techniques to create a
professional finish
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Know the
importance of hand
washing

Know the importance
of making sure
equipment and hands
are clean before
cooking

Read a simple scale to
measure and weigh
ingredients

National Curriculum
(Evaluate)

Explore and evaluate a range of existing
products
Evaluate their ideas and products against
design criteria
Say what an existing
Identify what a
product is for and
product is, who might
who might use it
use it and what makes
it successful

Can say whether
their product is
suitable for the
purpose in which
they intended it to
be used

Can explain how their
product is suitable for
the purpose in which
they intended it to be
used

Prepare simple dishes
hygienically and safely, where
needed

Prepare simple dishes hygienically and
safely, choosing the appropriate
equipment for different mixing
techniques

Prepare simple dishes
hygienically and safely,
where needed and, with
adult support, use an oven

Prepare simple dishes hygienically
and safely, where needed and,
with adult support, use an oven
or hob

Choose appropriate ingredients
based on taste

Choose suitable ingredients based on
taste

Choose appropriate
ingredients based on taste
and availability (seasonal)

Choose appropriate ingredients
based on taste, availability and
sustainability (e.g. air miles, ‘shop
local’)

Choose the correct piece of
equipment to prepare food
(knife, peeler, grater)

Choose the correct piece of equipment
to prepare food (e.g. knife, spatula)

Choose the correct piece
of equipment to prepare
food

Select the appropriate tools to
follow a given recipe to make a
savoury dish

Weigh ingredients to an
appropriate level of accuracy

Weigh ingredients to appropriate level
of accuracy

Estimate the amount of
ingredients to an
appropriate level of
accuracy

Estimate the amount of
ingredients to an appropriate
level of accuracy

Investigate and analyse a range of existing products,
Evaluate their ideas and products against their own design criteria and consider the views of other to improve their work
Understand how key events and individuals in design and technology have helped shape the world
To look at a range of existing
products and identify
strengths/weaknesses of each

To look at a range of existing products
and identify strengths/weaknesses of
each

To look at a range of
existing products and
identify
strengths/weaknesses of
each

To look at a range of existing
products and identify
strengths/weaknesses of each

Evaluate product based on
design criteria and how and
why it is suitable for the user

Evaluate product based on design
criteria and suggest ways of improving
functionality

Evaluate own product and
products of others based
on design criteria and
suggest ways of improving
functionality and
appearance

Evaluate product based on design
criteria and suggest ways of
improving functionality and
appearance. Consider others
opinions on their product and
implications for future design
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Can explain how pneumatics
were/are used around the
world
To understand why tie dye was
so popular in the 60s and 70s.

To know who created the first
commercial sewing pattern

To understand the brief
history of the cotton trade
in Manchester

Look at a range of fashion
designers and how designs how
changed over the decades
Understand the terms ‘fast
fashion’ and ‘upcycling’

Evaluate food based
on taste

National Curriculum
(Technical
Knowledge)

Evaluate food based
on taste

Build structures, exploring how they can be
made stronger, stiffer and more stable.
Explore and use mechanisms (e.g. levers,
sliders, wheels and axels) in their products

Evaluate food based on
appearance and taste

Evaluate food based on appearance,
texture, smell and taste

Evaluate and rank food
based on appearance,
texture, smell and taste as
well as nutritional value

Evaluate and rank food based on
appearance, texture, smell, taste,
nutritional value and consider
organic/locally sourced
ingredients

Apply their understanding of how to strengthen , stiffen and reinforce more complex structures
Understand and use mechanical systems in their products (e.g. gears, pulleys, cams , levers and linkages)
Understand and use electrical systems in their products (e.g. series circuits incorporating switches, bulbs, buzzers and motors)
Apply their understanding of computing to program, monitor and control their products

Can use a simple
mechanism e.g. lever
and slider

Can use a simple
mechanism e.g. wheel,
axel, hinge

Understand purpose of levers and Join cardboard together using tabs, slots or Understand the purpose of
how pneumatics can be used to a flange
linkages and cams
power products

Design and make a product that
incorporates a motor and pulley or
gears. Use computing knowledge to
control their product

Know that
paper/cardboard can
be reinforced by
adding extra layers of
paper/cardboard

Experiment with
different techniques to
make their structure
stronger, stiffer and
more stable e.g.
laminating with glue vs
using nails

Use corrugation to strengthen
structures

Use a number of triangulation
techniques to strengthen structures

Know how cardboard
joins can be made
stronger

Join cardboard together using
tabs

Use ribbing to strengthen structures
Design a product with a simple circuit using
switches and bulbs or buzzers
Know how to make secure electrical
connections
Can create a working switch

Use triangulation to
strengthen structures
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Explore how they can
make the joins in fabric
stronger.(e.g. needle
and thread vs glue)

Explore how they can
make the joins in fabric
stronger. (e.g. knots in
end)

Understand how to securely join
fabric together

Can choose an appropriate stitch for their
product

Use IT to explore design ideas - to Use given shapes on a computer program Can use a computer design
research design ideas or draw a to create a design. e.g. create net for
program to communicate
design using a basic paint program packaging
their ideas. e.g. Use a
computer aided design
program to create packaging
designs with text

Can use a computer program to
control their products e.g. Using a
program which would allow them to
program a delay or use of a sensor

Can use a computer program to create a
sequence to produce a repeating pattern.
e.g. A flashing light on and off
Know how to use a
knife and chopping
board safely

Know how to use a
peeler and grater
safely

Know how to cut using the claw
or bridge technique

Understand different mixing techniques:
stirring, cut and fold, creaming, rubbing
in

Use previously learnt
techniques such as: chopping,
peeling, grating, slicing
National Curriculum
(Cooking and
Nutrition)

Can use a computer design program
to communicate their ideas. e.g. Use
a computer aided design program to
create designs with text and
graphics

Use cooking techniques
such as: chopping, peeling,
grating, slicing, mixing,
spreading, kneading and
baking

Use cooking techniques such as:
chopping, peeling, grating, slicing,
mixing, spreading, kneading and
baking

Use basic principles of a healthy and varied
diet to prepare dishes.
Understand where food comes from
Understand that all
Understand that food
food comes from
must be grown or
plants or animals
caught.

Understand and apply the principles of a healthy and varied diet
Prepare and cook a variety of predominantly savoury dishes using a range of cooking techniques
Understand seasonality, and know where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, reared, caught and processed.
Understand which foods are
Understand that food is processed into
Understand how different
Understand global issues
reared, caught, or grown
different ingredients. e.g. Milk into
foods are produced in
regarding food production (e.g.
butter
different areas of the
sustainable fishing, air miles)
world

Know that everyone
should eat 5
portions of fruit or
vegetables every
day

Sort foods into the 5 groups
and identify that this makes up
a healthy diet

Know the 5 main food
groups and that we
need to eat some food
from each group

Sort foods into the 5 groups.
Understand all groups and why they
differ in size, making up a healthy diet

Sort foods into the 5
groups, understand all
groups and why they differ
in size, making up a healthy
diet

Sort foods into the 5 groups,
understand all groups and why
they differ in size, making up a
healthy diet
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Identify that food and drink are
needed to provide energy for a
healthy and active lifestyle

Understand that recipes can be
changed by adding or taking
away ingredients

Identify that food and drink are needed
to provide energy for a healthy and
active lifestyle

Identify that food and drink
provide certain nutritional
and health benefits which
support a healthy lifestyle

Understand how the seasons affect food
available

Understand that some
foods are seasonal and can
give some examples

Understand that recipes can be changed
by adding or taking away ingredients

Identify that food and drink
provide certain nutritional and
health benefits which support a
healthy lifestyle

Understand that different
food contain different
substances e.g. nutrients,
water and fibre

Understand what different effects
food types have on the body e.g.
the impact of eating too much
sugar

Understand that recipes
can be adapted to change
the appearance, taste and
aroma of a dish

Understand that recipes can be
adapted to change the
appearance, taste and aroma of a
dish
Understand that sometimes raw
ingredients need to be processed
before they can be used in
cooking (e.g. De-feathering a
chicken)

